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Introduction
Rebel Traders is designed as safe space to openly discuss projects, get
and give honest and constructive feedback, and ask the hard questions
to ensure we know what we are investing in. We LOVE our community
and believe that GREAT PEOPLE are at the HEART of every successful
venture!
Join us on telegram : https://t.me/rebeltraders
We also love diversifying our portfolios! Rebel Traders realized that
most Telegram channels possess a ‘maxi’ mentality and some do not
even like discussing negative aspects of the project, shutting it down as
‘FUD’. We seek to be different. Come enjoy a solid and legitimate
community of investors who will help share different perspectives and
make better investment decisions, together!

What We Do
Rebel Traders hosts AMA’s and serves as a resource for new and
established projects, bringing a healthy community of investors to the
table. We are part of a network of trustworthy, reliable projects and
individuals in the crypto-sphere that will provide excellent exposure to
solid investment opportunities.
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Tokenomics
Buy & Sell Tax : 10%

LP Health
(Stabilizes PCS Liquidity)
Reflections
(Natives - includes to burn wallet)
Marketing & Organizational
(Marketing and Community Mgmt)
Buyback & Burn
(To maintain key price floors)
Core Team
(Compensation for 5 core team members)

2.5%
2%
2%
1.75%
1.75%

We commit to TOTAL WALLET TRANSPARENCY!
Coreteam
1.75

LP
2.5

Buyback & Burn
1.75

Reflections
2
Organizational
2
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Tokenomics
Total supply : 125,000,000

Circulating at Launch

100,000,000

Burn wallet at Launch

25,000,000

No 'Dev wallet allocation"
No "Native" marketing wallet

Presale
Team buys at SAME PRICE

Presale Price

100,000 per BnB

Launch Price

100,000 per BnB

Team wallets: 10BNB Max Presale
Presale Wallets: 2BNB Max Presale
This will be a PRIVATE PRESALE where you will fill out a Google
Form and once approved send your BNB directly to a private
wallet - no launchpad will be used ensuring 100% of the funds are
used for Rebel Traders Token!
All Rebels may apply - if we exceed hard cap of 550BNB presale in
requests, participants will be chosen based on tenure.
Presale continues until HC is filled!
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Breakdown of Presale Funds
Liquidity

450 BnB

Community wallet

50 BnB

BuyBack & Burn Wallet

50 BnB

Starting market cap

current BnB price * 1000

(Approx $620k at BNB = $620)

Revenue
All AMA Revenues: Buyback & Burn
Profits from Rebel Traders Community managed wallet :
~ 50% Rebel buyback and burn
~ 50% community vote
(Burn/BNB rewards/Reinvest)
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Use case
Our use case is UNIQUE - Rebel Traders Group revenue and profits
are used to buyback and burn Rebel Traders Token - constantly
increasing the value of your investment! This is the PUREST form
of hyper deflationary - using revenue, not just taxes, to burn the
token! We will NOT stop the burn which means revenue will
ALWAYS continue to boost the price and lower the supply !
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